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Subject- Computer
1. Write True or False.
a. Computer system is made up of hardware and software. ____
b. A computer can have only one input device. ____
c. The CPU is the part of computer that processes data. _____
d. The ALU performs arithmetic and logical operations. ____
e. Data input through the input devices directly stores in a hard disk of a computer. _____

Subject- Social Studies
Our Duties
Citizens’ rights and duties are two sides of the same coin. The sense of duty rose with the rights.
We must do to our duties while enjoying our rights. A right is a claim obtained without hurting or
harming others. Duty is a responsibility to be done without causing harm to others. Just as lamp
does not burn without oil, there is no claiming of rights without duty.
Public welfare works benefit to all. Road construction, supply of clean drinking water and
sanitation are the works of local authorities. It ensures public welfare. All get benefits from such
work.
Our use of rights must never obstruct other rights. We have right to listen to the radio. But we have
no right to disturb others with full volume. This is where we all should the careful. Respect and
obey of rules and timely payment of tax is every one's duty. Likewise, love of the country, pride of
its history comes under duty. Similarly rights to vote, right to education, and right to property are
some of the rights.
Activities
1. "Rights and duties are two sides of the same coin." Explain with examples.
2. Every citizen must pay tax to the government. Do your parents pay tax or not? Ask them and
write.
3. Some problems are given below. On the basis of citizen’s rights and duties, decide which one
is right and which one wrong.
a. Imagine you are in a hurry to go to school. You are boarding a local bus but it is
overcrowded. You push a person aside for your easy ride.
b. There is a in the town, you see a person about to smash the electric bulb of the street lamp
post. You stop him and say,
"This is a public property. You can’t destroy it."

The End.

